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Background and objective of the
study
•

Metropolitan regions increasingly experiment with visions,
strategies and actions to become knowledge regions

• Obective: To provide guidance to the initiative
« knowledge region Frankfurt Rhein/Main
•

A comparative analysis of 14 European metropolitan regions
that have developed knowledge region initiatives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Berlin
Frankfurt
Halle-Leipzig
Hannover
Munich
Rhein-Neckar
Stuttgart
Twente-Osnabrück

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Graz (Austria)
Vienna (Vienna)
Lyon (France)
Manchester (UK)
Milan (Italy)
Barcelona (Spain)
Tampere (Finland
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Criteria of comparative analysis
Concepts
9 Vision

Governance

Results
9 Indicators

9 Membership, Partners

9 Networks and,
Clusters

9 Geographical
Extension,

9 Decision Bodies,
Processes

9Co-operative Projects
and Innovation Initiatives

9outreach

9Working Definition of
Knowledge Region

9 Budget, Funding
Resources

9 Shared Services

9 Strategy,

9 Initiators, Key Actors

Instruments and
Activities

Objectives

9IC-reporting
9 Maturity of

Initiative

9 ICT-Infrastructure
9 Communication and
Documentation
9 Venture Capital
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To create and implement knowledge regions
we seek answers to the following questions:

• What makes a knowledge region?
• How to formulate an appropriate vision, strategy,
and objectives?
• Which governance model should we choose?
• How to ensure funding?
• What are instruments and activities that make a
knowledge region work?
• How to measure and monitor results?
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What is a knowlege region?
None of the studied regions has an explicitely
formulated model of a knowledge region.
Judging from the strategies, instruments and
activities a knowledge region:
•
•
•
•
•

has a well established (higher) education and research system and
thus
ensures the availability of skilled people,
links knowledge production and application using a network or
cluster approach,
promotes innovation and value generation in knowledge intensive
sectors or value chains and
is a culturally rich and attractive place to live.
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How to formulate an appropriate
vision, strategy, and objectives?
•
•

Most regions describe a strategy and objectives
e.g. Manchester “to create an internationally acclaimed knowledge
capital within the Greater Manchester conurbation…significantly
contributing to the economic growth of the nation and the Northwest
region…” ,

The following three objectives can be found in most of the regions:
•
• To strengthen the international profile, competitiveness and
attractiveness of the region
• To increase knowledge creation and innovation of science and
industry through better linkages and networking within the region.
• To raise awareness and communicate the strengths, particularly the
intellectual capital of the region

•
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Which governance model should
we choose?
• The challenge: How to reconcile a long term
professionally led regional development process
with a more short term and locally oriented political
legitimation and governance.
• Three governance models:
– Metropolitan region initiatives governed by city
and regional councils (Munich, Hannover, Lyon)
– Networks of major stakeholders (Manchester,
Frankfurt)
– Project status (Vienna)
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Manchester :Effective implementation of

decision bodies cooperating with the
private and public sector:
– Knowledge Capital Board consisting of key representatives from
HEIs, public agencies, other regional bodies and target private
sector industries such as biotech, chemicals, aerospace,
cultural/media industries, financial/ professional services. This
high level, predominantly private sector group meets once a
quarter to steer ongoing strategy, review Business Plans but it is
not functioning as a direct delivery vehicle
– Executive Team responsible for managing the development, coordination and impact of the initiative. This team oversees the
interface between all partners across and beyond the region and
ensures that linkages with relevant regional and national initiatives
and activities are created and maintained. Implementation of KC
projects together with project sponsors.
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How to ensure funding?
Knowledge region initiatives lack funding!
mixed funding base:
• Cities / Communities
• Federal state(s)
• Contributions by members ( public & private)
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What are instruments and activities that make a
knowledge region work?
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Instruments and activities

clusters and networks
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Cooperative projects, conferences
and innovation initiatives
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Intellectual Capital reporting
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How to measure and monitor results?
Intellectual Capital Statement – basic model
Environment
Economic

Political

Vision

I
N
P
Strategy U
T
S

Social

Cultural

O
U
T
Knowledge creation/ learning/ innovation processes P
‘renewal‘
U
T
Social processes
S
quality of life
Value chain processes
stability; delivery of products and services

People
• Education
• Competencies
• Lifelong
Learning

Structures
Institutions
• Knowledge
Production
• Knowledge
Transfer

Results

Networks
• Networks

The intellectual
capital
of the
Frankfurt/Rhein-Main
region
World Conference
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Indicators
recommended by the
Montreal Knowledge
City Advisory
Committee(2003)
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Conclusions
•
•
•

We need a reliable database on knowledge regions
Up to know “knowledge region” is still a rather elitist concept
which is not well understood by local politicians and citizens.

•

Outreach and sustainability are limited

•

Only few initiatives have clear governance structures and
funding

•

There is insufficient monitoring (no IC reporting)
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